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Matching of Job Descriptions with CVs – A Turnkey InfoCodex Solution
1. Scenario
Efficient and effective personnel recruitment and HR succession planning requires an automatic contentspecific matching of job descriptions with a pool of curricula vitae (CVs). The CVs and the job descriptions
are often structured differently, use different terminologies, and may even exist in different languages.
Finding the best suited candidates for a particular job is a time consuming and resource intense task but is
essential in human resource management. Very often, the number of potential candidates (i.e. the number
of existing CVs) for a particular job is large, and vice versa, the number of potential jobs for a particular
candidate is large. Hence, a fully automated and integrated solution would yield substantial benefits.

2. The Solution
InfoCodex fully automatically analyses the available CVs, i.e. it recognizes the content and extracts the
relevant facts of each individual CV. Using this information, the CVs are then organised into a “CV map”.
The structure of the CV map is determined automatically by the contents of the various CVs and is
optimised continuously as the pool of CVs changes. In order to automate the matching of job descriptions
with CVs, InfoCodex analyses then the job descriptions of the positions to be filled in the same way as the
CV and positions each of them into the CV map. This process is comparable to an automatic grouping of
books (job descriptions) into a well-organized book-shelf (CV map). The CVs belonging to the
compartment of the CV map where the job description was positioned are the best matches.
This mapping procedure is truly cross-lingual and takes into account the effective content of the CVs. For
example, an English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish CV with equivalent content are recognized by
the system as very similar CVs and hence are located at the same position in the CV map.

The matching of a specific job description with the available CVs is done by InfoCodex’s similarity search
engine that compares the effective content of the job description (= search text) with all CVs and returns a
list of the most relevant CVs.
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Example output of the InfoCodex solution:

3. Application Options
A.

Interactive Matching
The job descriptions are entered into the search mask (i.e. by copy/paste) of the interactive InfoCodex
application. The results can be displayed in list format or exported into a file.

B.

Integration into an Existing System
An http request containing the job description is sent to the server (using the POST or the GET
method), and the results are returned as an XML stream that can be read and processed by the calling
system.
Basic Example (crude form, just for explanation purposes)
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Returned answer (XML stream)

etc.

C.

Web Service
The system can also be implemented as “Software as a Service (SaaS)”

D. Functional Enhancement
Instead of matching specific jobs to a pool of CVs, the system can be configured the other way
around: Job offers from a variety of sources are arranged into a job map or landscape and CVs are
matched with the open jobs.
This is particularly useful for publishers and job-market-search providers.
E.

Customizing for User-specified Job Category Schemes (Job Taxonomy)
The user can stipulate a job taxonomy (fixed job map) which is tailored to the relevant thematic areas.
The optional job taxonomy can be supplied by an Excel table.
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4. Technical Foundation of the Job Matching Procedure
The words or expressions (groups of words such as "European Union", "Enterprise Search Engine" etc.)
present in the text are matched against InfoCodex’s linguistic database comprising more than 3 Million
words/expressions which are structured into synonym groups. These synonym groups point to a node in a
universal taxonomy tree characterizing the meaning of the matched synonym. During the analysis of a
document, all nodes in the taxonomy tree which are addressed by the matching process are highlighted, and
the ensemble of highlighted nodes is a measure for the thematic areas that are covered by the present
document.

The addressed thematic areas of each document are then projected into a 100-dimensional content-space,
and finally a categorisation of the documents is achieved by means of a self-organising neural network
(Kohonen-Map). The categorization of a document by InfoCodex is not a simple assignment to a single
node in the taxonomy tree, but rather a multidimensional projection.
This neural network provides a well-founded similarity measure based on information-theoretical
principals which allows the comparison of documents according to their content. A small distance between
documents corresponds to a high similarity and vice versa. In mathematical terms, the similarity measure is
given by the weighted scalar product of the two vectors, corrected by the Kullback-Leibler distance from
the main themes, combined with the weighted score-sum of the matching keywords and their nodes in the
taxonomy tree, respectively.
The similarity measure is independent of the language of the document and is only weakly dependent on
the exact wording. The described processes are patented in the EU and USA.

